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Abstract
Under the smart distribution paradigm, energy service providers act as a middle-man to form the aggregation of a large number of
small consumers and motivate them by introducing an incentive program. This paper proposes an algorithm for direct load control
in aggregated demand response programs and introduces the concept of “demand reduction bidding” as an incentive program to
minimize inconvenience to consumers. The algorithm will help in minimizing network congestion and thus reduce the gap between
the available generation capacity and the demand.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increase in rate at which world energy resources are being consumed has highlighted the importance of energy
saving across the globe. In the past, the main source of energy supply has been fossil fuel . However, sustainable
energy technologies are now poised to become an integral part of the energy supply chain. Various countries are
planning and developing strategies and oﬀering incentives to public actors for the promotion and development of
sustainable energy projects [1, 2]. It has been recognized that investments in Peak Power Demand Management such
as load curtailment programs could be signiﬁcantly more cost eﬀective than building new power plants to supply the
peak demand load. With, the thrust in the area of Smart Grid, a range of programs from direct load control to dynamic
pricing is being introduced by utilities under the broad name Demand Response [3, 4, 5].
Researchers have identiﬁed the signiﬁcance of demand response in demand-side management programs and
consequently have presented many scheduling algorithms and formulated policies and strategies for demand-side
management[6]. Reference [7] gives a general concept of demand response service provider for the customers under
its territory at the distribution level and identiﬁes an aggregator as a middleman or third party between the utility
and the consumer for proﬁt maximization and load management. Reference [4] suggests that the implementation of
aggregated demand response at Demand Side Management level can help in achieving additional beneﬁts. However,
references [8, 3] illustrate the need of integrating demand response with the distribution grid. On the other hand, refer-
ences [9, 10] presented a strategy for load reduction bidding in the electricity market to the energy services providers,
thus helping to minimize network congestion and gap between the generation and the demand.
In the emerging electric power market structures, there are opportunities for third-party energy service providers
to oﬀer demand-side services to multiple consumers [7, 11]. The aggregated response of consumers can have a
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Figure 1. Existing grid power distribution with energy service providers
signiﬁcant eﬀect on the power demand instead of handling every consumer as an individual entity. Therefore, the
eﬀect of the aggregated Demand Response program will be hard to ignore in future.
After the advent of smart grid, smart pricing and smart metering become easier for utilities and service providers.
In order to achieve the win-win situation that is to provide full beneﬁt to all utility, service provider and consumer, the
new Direct load Control (DLC) Scheduling models introduce the price-based as well as incentive-based direct load
controlling. In order to implement this DLC mechanism, many previous techniques like dynamic programming[12]
and linear programming[13, 14, 15] are modiﬁed. So, the utilities or service providers are capable of oﬀering diﬀerent
incentives[16, 17, 15, 18, 19] to respective customers for direct control over selected loads by grouping the customers
loads.
However, In 1999, Goran and Kirschen [20] suggested that the concept of consumer participation in market pricing
process and stated that it could beneﬁt in minimizing peak demand, maximizing proﬁt of stakeholders and maximizing
the social welfare. Laterly, Goel, Aparna and Wang [21] presented the framework for aggregated demand response in
which consumers can actively participate in a power reduction program via the market bidding or demand reduction
bidding. Thus, currently the researchers are workings on the new framework of DLC Scheduling models which have
wide range of objectives including:
• Peak load minimization.
• Operating cost minimization.
• Maximization of utility as well as service provider’s proﬁt.
• Provide incentive to participating customer.
• Maximization of consumer satisfaction.
This paper proposes an algorithm for direct load control based on demand reduction bidding in the aggregated
demand response program. The algorithm is based on the dynamic programming technique. The results provide the
optimized policies that an energy service provider can select in order to beneﬁt the customers and the energy service
provider and to manage peak load as per utility requirements. In Section II, this paper formulates the problem and
discusses the issue of demand reduction bid based incentive program in direct load control in an aggregated demand
response paradigm. Section III elucidates the optimization algorithm based on dynamic programming in detail, and
section IV analyzes the algorithm and presents simulation results. Finally, section V concludes the paper.
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2. Problem Formulation
In this framework, “N” consumers mutually sign the bilateral contracts with the energy service provider through
which it can curtail the power of the consumers during peak periods and in exchange it is bound to satisfy consumer
constraints.
It is further assumed that the energy service provider has to know Demand Reduction Bid (DRB) of all N con-
sumer during each interval. Thus, various possible power levels by the nth consumer that could be curtailed at the
corresponding bid must be considered. These power levels for the nth consumer are denoted as
Pn = { Pn1, Pn2, . . . , Pnl , . . . , PnL }
Moreover,
f (Pn) = { f (Pn1), f (Pn2), . . . , f (Pnl ), . . . , f (PnL) }
are the corresponding bids. Now the decision making problem for the energy service provider is to ﬁnd the power
reduction level of all N consumers during the given interval i.e.
P1,P2, . . . ,Pn, . . . ,PN
and corresponding set of price bids given by the N consumers are:
f (P1), f (P2), . . . , f (Pn), . . . , f (PN)
Thus, the DRB corresponding to diﬀerent possible cumulative power levels CP(k) during the given interval is
obtained by solving the optimization problem given below:






f (Pnl ) ∀ l = 1 . . . L (1)
s.t.
P1∗ + P2∗ + . . .+ Pn∗+. . .+PN∗ = CP(k)
where;
Pn∗  Pn is an optimal power reduction level of the nth consumer to achieve total reduction of P Watts of power
and corresponding optimal price bid is denoted as f (Pn∗)  f (Pn)
3. Optimization Algorithm
In order to solve the problem by dynamic programming, it has to be transformed into a multi-stage decision making
problem. The objective function of the algorithm is to maximize the total proﬁt of the energy service provider by
ﬁnding least aggregated reduction bids of the consumers against diﬀerent possible cumulative power levels CPi ∀ i =
1 . . . I. The problem is divided into N − 1 stages as shown in Fig. 2
3.1. Stage 1
In stage 1, the problem is to ﬁnd the optimum reduction by consumer1 (P1∗i ) and consumer2 (P
2∗
i ) such that the
total incentive to be paid to these two consumer is minimized. If the net incentive paid for reducing (CP1i ) units of
power is denoted by F(CP1i ), then:
F(CP1i ) = min
(P1l ,P
2
l )|P1l +P2l =CP1i
[









i ) corresponding to every load reduction level CP
1
i .
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Figure 2. Multi-stage decision making problem
3.2. Stage 2
In stage 2, consumer1 and consumer2 are considered as a single composite consumer with composite bid of
F(CP1i ) given for CP
1
i for all values of i = 1 . . . 1 during previous. In stage 2, the problem is to ﬁnd the optimal
reduction CP2i by the composite consumer (CP
1∗
i ) and consumer3 (P
3∗
i ), such that:
F(CP2i ) = min
(CP1l ,P
3
l )|CP1l +P3l =CP2i
[











i ) corresponding to every load reduction level
CP2i .
3.3. Stage K
Similarly in any intermediate stage K, consumers up to K − 1 are considered as a single composite consumer
with composite bid F(CPK−1i ) given for CP
K−1
i . It may noted that F(CP
K−1
i ) is found for all values of i = 1 . . . I. In
this stage, the problem is to ﬁnd the optimal power reduction level (CPK∗i ) by solving the dynamic programming for
optimal (CP(K−1)∗i ) of composite consumers till K
th stage and (P(K+1)∗i ) of consumer(K + 1), such that:
F(CPKi ) = min
[













i ) corresponding to every load reduction
level CPKi for all values of i = 1 . . . I.
3.4. Stage (N-1)









The solution of (N − 1)th stage which will result in CPi and PN∗i such that
P1∗i + P
2∗
i + . . . + P
n∗
i + . . . + P
N∗
i = CPi.
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Table 1. Demand reduction bids proposed by the consumers over corresponding load reduction.
Pl f (P1) f (P2) f (P3) f (P4) f (P5)
l Watts S AR S AR S AR S AR S AR
1 1000 0.050 0.043 0.050 0.055 0.071
2 2000 0.085 0.085 0.086 0.086 0.090
3 3000 0.095 0.100 0.100 0.107 0.102
4 4000 0.114 0.110 0.120 0.128 0.141
5 5000 0.141 0.144 0.150 0.167 0.173
6 6000 0.192 0.195 0.200 0.200 0.207
7 7000 0.216 0.212 0.220 0.233 0.221
8 8000 0.232 0.238 0.240 0.256 0.248
9 9000 0.255 0.258 0.260 0.266 0.283
4. Simulation Results
The proposed algorithm was analyzed by considering a particular power system characterized as having ﬁve large
consumers. It is assumed that an energy service provider operates in the region, oﬀering Direct Load Control strategy.
Domestic and commercial customers with appliances which have thermal storage capabilities such as air-conditioning
and electric space-heating systems are usually considered in Direct Load Control.
The aim of this case study is to test the applicability of the proposed algorithm. It is considered that the consumers
initiate and send demand reduction bids to the energy service provider. The bids would normally include the available
demand reduction capacity and the price asked at a particular time. This program encourages consumers to provide
load reductions at prices for which they are willing to be curtailed.
Table 2. Optimal solution generated by energy service provider to corresponding utility load reduction requirement.
CP P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
kW kW kW kW kW kW
2 0 2 0 0 0
6 3 3 0 0 0
17 4 9 4 0 0
26 8 9 9 0 0
35 8 9 9 9 0
44 8 9 9 9 9
It may1 be recalled that Table 1 shows the demand reduction bids proposed by the consumers for nine diﬀerent
levels of power reduction. Each power reduction level “l” corresponds to nine diﬀerent curtailable powers. however,
in this case, each consumers proposed the maximum reduction of 9 kW. So, algorithm may have a range of cumu-
lative power levels between 1kW to 45kW because if all the consumers are committed to curtail power of 9kW then
collectively algorithm will be able reduce the total load up to 45 kW for a particular interval.
Once the algorithm is executed then it provides the power capacity that should be curtailed from each consumer for
all possible cumulative power levels CP during the given interval. Fig. 3 shows result in form of percentage stacked
area curve of curtailable power from each consumer against diﬀerent cumulative power levels i.e. from i = 1to45 for
a particular interval. It can also observed that the algorithm considers the consumer1 more for power reduction for all
CPs because he/she demanded lowest reduction bids for load curtailment. However, consumer5 is considered least
because he/she demanded the highest bid for load reduction. Thus, it can be concluded that algorithm is successfully
achieving it’s optimization policy.
Let us assume that the utility calls the energy service provider for a reduction of 6 kW for a particular interval. Then
for this case, the algorithm can be applied using the data of Table 1. Thus, the algorithm provides a corresponding
DRB to reduce 3 kW from Consumer1, 3 kW from Consumer2 and reduce nothing from Consumers 3, 4 and 5.
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Figure 3. Demand reduction bids evaluated by the algorithm over corresponding cumulative power reduction level.
Figure 4. Visualized sparsity pattern by the algorithm for diﬀerent demand reduction bids.(a) 50% increase in demand reduction bid by
consumer1,(b) 100% increase in demand reduction bid by consumer2, (c) 50% decrease in demand reduction bid by consumer4,(d) 75% decrease
in demand reduction bid by consumer5
Further assume that the utility calls energy service provider to reduce the power by 2 kW, 17 kW 26 kW, 35 kW
or 44 kW. Table 2 shows the load reduction warranted for every consumer in order to achieve the respective total
power reduction level. It is observed that the reduction of load is diﬀerent for each consumer, thus satisfying utility
requirements and increasing the proﬁtability of the energy service provider.
Since, in this case, the algorithm has discretized the power reduction levels by 1 kW. Then, algorithm ﬁnds power
to be reduced by all ﬁve consumers corresponding to every load reduction level i.e. 1 kW, 2 kW, 3 kW, . . . , 45 kW.
Table 2 shows that consumer1, consumer2 and consumer3 are participating in reducing the aggregate power by 17
kW. It is also observed from Fig. 3 that at 17 kW only consumer1, consumer2 and consumer3 are participating.
Similarly, Consumer1 and consumer2 are the only participants in the reduction of 6 kW where as all consumers are
participating in the reduction of 45 kW.
In order to check the eﬃcacy of algorithm, it was executed for diﬀerent demand reduction bids. Fig. 4(a) shows
the visualized sparsity pattern (VSP) of results if only consumer1 increases his/her reduction bid price by 50%. Fig.
4(b) shows results if only consumer2 increases his/her bid price by 100%. Fig. 4(c) shows VSP if only consumer4
decreases his/her bid price by 50%. Fig. 4(d) shows results if only consumer5 decreases its bid price by 75%. It
is observed that as the bidding by consumers changes the algorithm changes its optimal solution. It means that the
algorithm can be used in order to determine the optimal solution when consumers change their demand reduction bids
just by the re-execution.
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5. Conclusion
Currently, many service providers are providing price-based manual and automatic direct load control (DLC)
programs to their consumers. However, very few researches consider incentive-based program speciﬁcally demand
reduction bidding. Thus, it could be an opportunity for energy service providers to consider incentive based DLC
model for commercial and industrial consumers. As compared to price-based DLC, it is consider that incentive
based DLC caters social issues much better as well as it enables consumer to directly interact with energy market via
demand reduction bidding (DRB) mechanism. Thus, the integration of commercial and industrial consumers under
the DLC program with DRB will help the grid in coping the demand peak during peak hours. The implementation
of aggregated demand response program with this feature will attract large number of consumers to perform demand
side management.
In this paper, ﬁrst time a novel mathematical design of consumer selection technique using dynamic programming
is presented for energy service provider for the proposed incentive based DLC program. This paper presents an
algorithm which provides an optimal solution by using the proposed mathematical framework for aggregated load
control. The paper examines the eﬀectiveness of the algorithm for the given case. Results indicate that algorithm
successfully provides optimal solution of the given problem and also produces diﬀerent solutions as the bids change.
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